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Captive elephants,

unfortunately, have been

deprived of the greatest joy for

elephants — the herd, an

extended family of mothers,

aunts, nieces, cousins and

grandmothers who teach, guide

and support, with great love

and respect, each new elephant

from the moment they are born.

Captive elephants have

either seen their families

slaughtered in their native

country or, sadly, were born into

the harsh atmosphere of

captivity where traditional

social relations are relatively

non-existent. They survive by

bonding with one or two

individuals in a complicated

process of selection which is

often based on proximity and

strength and has little similarity

to the structured social order

which is the heritage of all wild

elephants.

Socializing more than two or

three captive African elephants

is always our greatest challenge.

Asian elephants tend to be more

pragmatic about new

relationships while Africans are

cautious and intransigent in

selecting their companions in

captivity. Any mistake during

socialization may produce

problems that can be

devastating.

Before Ruby arrived, we

carefully planned her

introduction and socialization

process, but plans often fail

when elephants make their own

decisions, despite our best efforts

to create a happy little group.

We have been quite pleased

with Ruby’s acceptance of 71,

Mara and Lulu and their serious

efforts to integrate one more

stranger into their home. They

all seemed to understand and

respect the important rules of

Welcome
Ruby!

Ruby with friends Mara, 71 and Lulu.

conduct and body language

during their first encounter

outside protective barriers, and

those of us who were watching

observed the trunk touching and

posturing which is an important

component of socialization. So

far, so good, but nothing remains

static for long in the world of

captive African elephants, so we

are cautiously optimistic that

these four will remain “happily

ever after.”
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A Message From the President

This newsletter is dedicated to the keepers and volunteers who

spend long hours in the summer heat caring for the animals and

maintaining their habitats. We are proud and appreciative of

their devotion to the animals and their dedication to PAWS.

Volunteer and keeper orientation is often a reminder that our

animals need care 24 hours a day, in foul weather and on

holidays, so our staff and volunteers are special people who will

work long hours until every animal is clean, well fed, medicated

(if necessary) and

comfortable.

Many thanks to all of you

wonderful, caring individuals

who make our sanctuaries a

beautiful and safe home for

the most deserving and

exceptional non-human

animals.

Won’t you make a place in your heart for a PAWS animal?

Become A PAWS Foster Parent Today

Annual Foster Parent adoption donations provide “your animal” with nutritious

food and an enriching habitat. Simply select your new PAWS “family member”

from our list of rescued animals on the enclosed envelope.

Elephants = $200 annual donation

Tigers = $150 annual donation

Lions and Bears = $125 annual donation

Cougars, Bobcats, Monkeys and others = $100 annual donation

PAWS Foster Parents receive:

• Biography of your adopted animal

• Certificate with full color photo of your adopted animal

• Guest pass to regular Open House to see your adopted animal

• (either Galt or San Andreas sanctuary)

• Periodic updates about your adopted animal

• PAWS E-newsletter

• Discounts to special events

• Opportunities to take direct action to help captive wildlife

• And of course, you will know that you are a crucial partner to our sanctuaries

A PAWS Foster Parent adoption makes a wonderful gift!

100% tax deductible PAWS Fed ID # 94-3005157

Denny the lion s-t-r-e-t-c-h-i-n-g.
Photo by Janice Clark

Volunteers are the best resource
PAWS has when it comes to big
jobs at the sanctuaries. These
volunteers demonstrate their
dedication and committment to
PAWS and their efforts are truly
appreciated.

www.pawsark.org
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The Lazy Days of
Summer in Galt

Jack, the bear, has adapted

well and enjoys his habitat and

pool; he continues to watch his

neighbor, Cindy, a lovely

female bear, from a distance

and occasionally saunters over

for a closer look.

Winston and Boo-Boo play

in the pool and romp in the

shade while Cinnamon and

Sampson forage for treats in

the big bear habitat and

Manfreid sleeps in his den.

Arthur and Oma, who

prefer to live alone, observe

the activities of the other

bears with detachment,

enjoying their seclusion in

enclosures lined with

honeysuckle and shaded by

tall trees.

Denny, Pfeiffer and Sheba,

the lions at Galt, prefer the

summer weather and usually

Nicholas and Gypsy continue

to thrive and amaze us with

their intelligence and

adaptability as we prepare

them for essential TB tests and

foot care. Both are bright and

enjoy the “treat” game

training enormously,

especially with foot care.

Gypsy is somewhat

quicker and has already

allowed us to run blood tests

and perform trunk washes.

Nicholas is still a little

awkward with blowing fluid

back into a bag, but he

improves daily with trunk

wash training. Like his new

PAWS “mom” — Pat Derby

— he, too, is leery of needles,

but PAWS’ elephant team —

Brian, Gail and Margaret —

are working him through his

fears with lots of his favorite

treats and encouragement. We

are expecting a complete

panel of trunk washes and

blood from Nicholas within a

few weeks.

The pair spends a lot of

time playing in their yard,

mud bathing, bathing,

dusting and picking browse.

It is difficult to keep focused

on chores while the two are

cavorting outside; they are a

constant source of

amusement. Nicholas is a big,

gangly juvenile with the most

adorable facial expressions

whenever he breaks a toy or

slips in the mud, and Gypsy

looks exactly like a Gary

Larson cartoon elephant as

she tramps in and out of the

barn following Nicholas —

trying to keep him out of

trouble. They are a magical

pair!

Nicholas and Gypsy

lie in the tall grass enjoying the

warm sun and watching the

birds and butterflies, too lazy

to move. Alexander, the black

leopard, sits on his tall perch

in a plum tree observing the

activities of the domestic cats

and the keepers, occasionally

climbing down to rub against

the pine browse which is his

favorite toy. Paka, the serval,

and Robert, the bobcat, sleep

most of the day and prowl

about at night; Sosha and Sam,

the two cougars, chirp and talk

whenever anyone walks past

and the monkeys race about

their enclosure chasing birds,

bugs and butterflies. The

tigers, Roy, Kim, Claire,

Nelson and Gracie lie on the

grass under their misters or

jump into the pool and sit in

the water.

Hoppy, the steer, and

Grace, the cow, lazily munch
Jack the bear.

the dry grass in the back

pasture while Oppie and

Harriet, the two ostriches

patrol the fence line.

Throughout the day,

keepers scurry about turning

on misters, overflowing

waters and filling pools; later,

the night keeper patrols the

sanctuary and prepares the

meals for the pampered

residents.

Sheba, the silly lion.
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Tigers at
ARK 2000

Caring for 34 tigers is a daunting task when the weather is cool

and mild; but hot weather presents even more challenges for the

tiger keepers at ARK 2000. Jessica, Kathy, Evelyn, Vicky and

Melissa spend long hours in the hottest part of the day filling

pools, running misters and spraying water everywhere to keep

the pampered tigers cool and comfortable.

The huge habitats are full

of trees and brush, so the

tigers spend most of the day

hidden in the shade or

sleeping in one of the big

pools. Our temperature drops

20 degrees or more at night,

so the tigers are more active at

that time. They are monitored

constantly by our vigilant and

dedicated group of keepers.

Jackie

Denny

Zeppo

Robert Cindy

Left, Couch relaxes in the tiger habitat while Erica (above) cools off in
a pool. Tigers are one of the few cats that love water.

Samantha
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Above: Nicolas and Gypsy —
beer kegs make great toys!

Right: Pat & Ed
enjoy a moment with

Arican Elephant, Mara.

Below: Ruby explores her new
habitat.

Lulu checks out Ruby as PAWS Director, Pat Derby watches.

Ruby, her first day out in the elephant habitat!
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Annie thinks she’s invisible.

AnnieWanda and Winky

Wanda, Minnie and Rebecca

Winky

Minnie and Rebecca asleep under the trees.



• Fabulous regional wines • Scrumptious vegetarian buffet
generously presented by Il Fornaio • Exciting silent auction

• Pristine vistas • The most beautiful — and the ONLY — elephant
grape stompers (really more like “grape chompers”) in the world!

Performing Animal
Welfare Society
P. O. Box 849
Galt, CA 95632

Visit
www.pawsark.org
• Live Elephant Webcams!
• Exclusive animal updates
• Fabulous giftshop & merchandise
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Sacramento, CA

Sip, Savor & Squish
Mark your calendars for the one and only

Elephant Grape Stomp

PAWS elephants love Ocean Spray.
It promotes good health and it’s tasty, too!

To donate a gift for our auction, please contact
Kim Gardner at (916) 488-3991 or kgardner@pawsweb.org.

Or send directly to: PAWS Grape Stomp, Attn: Kim Gardner,
11435 Simmerhorn Rd., Galt, CA 95632.

Can you donate a gift for our silent auctions?
Gift Baskets • Vacations • Airline Tickets • Bed & Breakfast Weekend • Cruises •
Use of Your Vacation Home • Animal & Environmental Art & Collectibles •
Pet-Related Items • Gift Certificates to Salons, Pet Stores,
Restaurants, Department Stores, Gift Shops • Health Club
Memberships, etc.

Spend the afternoon
in TUSKany!

Saturday, October 20, 2007
11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.  at ARK 2000 in San Andreas, CA

$100 per person/adults only

Every day is Thanksgiving at Ark 2000. . . Dedicated volunteers
Gordon Holmes (left) and Kelly Sheehan (right) unload 440 cases
Ocean Spray cranberry sauce. Thank you Ocean Spray!

Concerns about our elephant gals’ urinary tract health
prompted PAWS volunteers and supporters to call and write
letters to Ocean Spray — resulting in the wonderful donation
you see pictured below. Special thanks to volunteer Kelly
Sheehan and Prudential California Realty in Angels Camp for
the transportation — and a BIG thank you
to the generous folks at Ocean Spray!
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